SALSA ON ICE REPORT: 16 November 2017

Weather:
Cloudy, snowing with blowing snow, wind gusting to 44kts, temperature minus 05C

SALSA Drillers on ice: Dar Gibson, Graham Roberts, Dennis Duling, Joshua Mehlin, Justin Burnett, Ed Krula, Anatoly Mironov, Bob Zook
Other team members on Ice: Bob Zook, Ryan Venturelli

Drill Team Update

• Weather is still keeping us in town. Starting to have a major impact on all projects.
• Ed, Anatoly, Justin helping Bob Zook
• Graham and Dar are working on upgrades for hanging the drill head.
• Team is working on 2018 drill season planning.

Report by Dennis Duling

SCINI Project Update

• Inspected Dive hut with carps and planed modifications.
• Set up Anatoly working on backup fiber modem.
• Helped Ed with final assembly of High Voltage transformer box.
• Reworked Clump weight Casting with Justin.
• Worked with David McPike on remote access across SSH.
• Worked on second power supply and fiber modem.

Report by Bob Zook